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Course timing
Chapter One: Communication basics
Type of Activity
Reading

Written
Exercise

Segment

Time

Introductions

10

The story

15

Communication tug of war

25

Assumptions: Good or bad?

30

Chapter Two: Uncovering assertive speaking skills

Facilitation

Type of Activity

Group
Activity
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Segment

Time

The four paths of expression

35

What is assertive speaking?

25
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Course timing (cont.)
Chapter Three: Discovering active listening
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

What is active listening

30

Obstacles to active listening

35

Reading

Written
Exercise

Chapter Four: Problem solving and communication
Type of Activity

Facilitation

Group
Activity
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Segment

Time

Understanding communication through
problem solving

40

Create your own conclusion

40

Action plan

15
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Training Objectives
The participants will be able to:
• Recognize common myths and facts related to
communication
• Understand the value or destructiveness of
assumptions in communication
• Distinguish among the four paths of expression
• Construct a tool kit of assertive-speaking
techniques
• Practice using assertive, positive language
when communicating with others
• Use active-listening skills to communicate with
others in a group
• Practice effective listening techniques
• Become sensitive to behaviors that may or may
not obstruct problem solving
• Practice successful problem solving techniques
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Trainer Preparation
Trainer Materials Needed
Use this checklist before each workshop to assemble
all the equipment and materials that you’ll need. Be
sure you have the following:
The story activity
□ Pen or pencil
□ Paper
□ The story worksheet
Communication tug of war
For each group:
□ Rope divided into segments
□ Piece of masking tape
□ Flash cards with myths and facts
The assumptions activity
For each participant:
□ Copy of “What we know” case report
□ Copy of “Possible assumptions” worksheet
□ Copy of “What else we know” worksheet
□ Flip chart
Confused evidence bag activity
For each group:
□ “Evidence bags” labeled with each path of
expression
□ Each evidence bag will contain:
 Traits relating to each area of
expression
 A quote that relates to each area
of expression
 A blank index card
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Tools for success activity
□ Script for Chief Cantankerous and DA
□ Costume for DA
For each participant:
□ Tool kit worksheet
Suspect What?
For each group:
□ Set of “Suspect What?” flash cards for each
group
Witness activity
□ Costumes
□ Ten techniques used in active listening
Broken squares activity
For each group:
□ One set of broken squares instructions
□ One set of broken squares
Create your own conclusion activity
For each group:
□ “Case solved” cards
□ “Case solved” worksheet
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Worksheets
• The story
• The goal: Mutual understanding
• What we know
• Why is this happening?
• What else we know(HO)
• Making assumptions
• Cluing into your own assumptions
• The four puzzling paths of expression(HO)
• Tool kit worksheet
• Assertive speaking(HO)
• Loaded language (HO)
• Creating positive language
• Assertive success in communication
• Different languages of communication
• Seven signs of an active listener
• Obstacles to active listening
• Ten techniques used in active listening
• Undercover listening tactics
• Creating solutions for success
• A quick problem solving model
• Taking the high road or the low road
• Case solved worksheet
• Ah-Ha’s action plan
Other materials
• Blank paper
• Pens and pencils
• Flip chart paper
• Index cards
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How to Prepare
At least one week before the training...

1. Notify participants by sending the invitation to the
training
2. Review the training materials to ensure that you
have all materials needed to complete the training.
3. Read through all activities to make sure that you

understand the flow of concepts throughout the
training.
At least one hour before the training:

1. Arrange the tables in a circle throughout the room.
2. Choose one table to be the police chief table. Set
this table up with files, evidence bags, magnifying
glass, detective books and various toy weapons.
3. Dress up as police chief.
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Icons and abbreviations
When you see these icons placed to the left of the text,
you’ll know it’s time for you to use the indicated tool.

Group activity

Written exercise

Handout

Facilitate

Transition
PWB = Participant Workbook
LP = Lesson Planner
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THE COMMUNICATION MYSTERY: SOLVED
Chapter One – Communication basics
The Story
Ask participants to seat themselves at the tables
around the room, trying to get five to six people at a
table. Review the program objectives (Power Point),
the agenda, and the program materials (workbook).

(PWB p. 1)

Explain to the group that throughout this entire training
you will be playing two roles: the cantankerous police
chief and the facilitator. As you change roles you will
be changing outfits. Tell them that they will probably be
able to guess which is which.
Tell them that this training is based on the techniques
of experiential learning and that much of the learning
process is “created” by the participants. In this type of
learning they will get less direction and more guidance
from the facilitator. Also, they will be conducting
activities as detective teams and will be learning
communication skills as they solve a “Who done it…”
mystery. Have participants introduce themselves, while
the facilitator changes into the police costume (behind
the screen).

(PWB p. 2)

Begin “The Story” activity in the role of the police chief.
Take on a tough, cantankerous persona with the
group.
Activity objectives
− Introduce the setting and direction of the
training
Activity procedures
1. Hand out paper and pencil and tell
participants to take notes if they feel the
urge.
2. Read “The Story” activity worksheet to
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participants.
Worksheets: The Story
(PWB p. 2)

Transition
As the trainer, tell participants to hold any questions
that they may have at this point. Let the group know
that they will be remaining at their tables (offices) to
complete the next activity. Say, “Sounds like our chief
wants us to review some communication basics. At the
same time we’ll be covering three course objectives
(show Power Point) for our first chapter.”

Communication basics: Give and take
Communication Tug of War

Activity objectives
− Understand the give and take needed for
successful communication
− Recognize common myths and facts
related to communication
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Activity procedures

Tug of War flash cards (LP p. 6-10)
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1. Ask the teams to split into two groups of
three people each, making sure they are
sitting across the table from each other.
2. Place the piece of masking tape in
between the two teams. Also, place the
rope with the red centerline on the
masking tape between the two teams. The
ends of the rope should be facing the
teams.
3. One person (the dealer) will “deal” the
flash cards face down to each team of
three, dividing the deck in half (five
flashcards per mini-team).
4. Alternately, have the teams take turns
asking the other team the questions on the
flash cards. If the team gets the correct
answer they can move the rope one
segment toward them. If they get the
answer wrong, the other team moves the
rope one segment toward them.
5. The team with more of the rope on their
side wins the tug of war game.
6. Facilitate the groups through the
discussion guide
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Discussion guide
1) Discuss the correct answers on each of
the cards.
2) Did any of the answers to the questions
surprise you?
3) How can communication be like a game of
tug of war?
− Communication is a give and take of
ideas from speaker and listener. In
order for the whole team to win there
must be giving and receiving from the
speaker and the listener. A tug of war
in communication can be bad if one
person or team is just looking to win
the game rather than meet the other
person/team halfway.
4) What are some of the communication
factors that can contribute to this tug of
war?
Some ideas include:
− Varied personalities
− Organizational culture
− Time
− Education and awareness
− Stress, tension, competition
5) Discuss why communication is so
important in the workplace.
Some ideas include:
− Mutual understanding
− Pleasant working environment
− Makes people feel wanted and
important in the workplace
6) Discuss what kinds of things can happen if
there is poor communication in the
workplace.
• Conflict
• Unneeded stress
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• Missed deadlines
• Lack of cohesion within work
groups
• Lack of trust
• High employee turnover

Worksheets:
(PWB p. 3)
Mutual understanding

Review: Summarize the activity objectives with the
worksheet.
Transition
For the next activity, you will be the police chief
(change into costume). Tell participants:
“You have been brought together again to go over
some of the evidence that has been gathered on the
case. You will be given some testimonials from people
that knew the victim and then you will have to answer
some questions for me. Listen carefully, take notes
and use your heads. There are some surprises in this
next case. To be quite honest it is getting me quite
confused.”
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Making assumptions in communication
Assumptions: Good or bad

Activity objectives
The learner will be able to:
− Understand the value of assumptions in
communication
− Realize how assumptions can be
destructive in communication
− Identify possible assumptions based on
different communication scenarios
− Discover other possible solutions to
personal assumptions
− Uncover ways to avoid damaging
assumptions in communication
Activity procedures
Assumptions: Good or bad
activity sheets
(LP p. 14 – 17 and PWB p. 4 – 6)
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1. Participants will remain in their groups of six
acting as a detective team.
2. The facilitator will read the “What we know”
case report to the entire group.
3. Each group will then be given a copy of the
“What we know” case report.
4. Each group will be given a copy of the “Why is
this happening” worksheet.
5. As a group, have participants go through each
of the communication behaviors and write down
their assumptions. Do the first one together.
6. The detective teams will share their
assumptions with the whole group. Write on a
flip chart.
7. The facilitator will then read the “What else we
know” worksheet and guide the groups through
other possible solutions based on that
information. Write the other possible solutions
on the flip chart as they are introduced.
8. Facilitate the group through the discussion
14

guide.
9. After the discussion, have the participants turn
to the “Cluing into your own assumptions”
worksheet and fill in the blanks as best as
possible. Use the Power Point slide to go over
the answers.
Trainer example sheet
(LP p. 15)

Discussion guide
After filling out “Why is this happening”
worksheet
1) Go through each behavioral communication
item on the worksheet and have the teams
volunteer their assumptions. Write these
assumptions on the flip chart as they go along.
2) Most teams will automatically assume that the
victim is a male. Ask, “How many people think
that we have been talking about a male victim?”
(Be careful of gender issues and talk more
about how assumptions can be helpful or
hurtful.)
3) Move onto the “What else we know” worksheet.
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After hearing “What else we know” worksheet
1) Based on this new information, could there be
other possible solutions to the communication
behaviors of the individual?
2) Would you change or eliminate any of your
previous assumptions? Write the changes on a
flip chart.
3) Where do our assumptions come from?
Usually our assumptions come from past
experiences. We form mindsets about specific
behaviors, appearances or conversations and
translate those mindsets to “fit” new
experiences.
4) How can assumptions be helpful in
communication?
− Gathering information and determining a
next step when you are stuck.
− Anticipating obstacles or problems.
− Aid in making educated guesses based on
past experiences and applying them to new
situations.
5) How can assumptions be harmful in
communicating with others?
− Jumping to conclusions
− Assuming the worst
− Stereotyping
6) Ask participants to form teams of two and
discuss either a personal or professional
assumption each person made in the last week.
7) How can one avoid harmful assumptions in
communication?
− Treat each person individually
− Listen before you jump
− Avoid sweeping statements
− Talk before acting
− Consider positive intent
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Worksheets:
Making assumptions
Cluing into your own assumptions
(PWB p. 7 & 8)

Review: Review the course objectives for Chapter
One and take participants to the Ah-Ha’s Action Plan.
Then introduce Chapter Two and review the course
objectives on the Point.
Prepare: Before moving into the transition, have a
brief discussion on the four styles of expression;
hostile, submissive, passive-aggressive and assertive.
Explain the characteristics of each style so participants
will have an understanding of the concepts before
doing the activity.
Transition
For the next activity, you will be the police chief. Tell
participants:
“We need to dig a little deeper into the evidence, folks.
You have gotten a good start, but let’s get down to the
nitty-gritty. You’re going to be looking at some
evidence bags that deal with speaking. Each bag
contains clues to the four paths of expression in
communication. There may even be a few clues
regarding Ms. Late’s actions. Unfortunately, we have a
nitwit working in the evidence room at this time and
I’ve been told that the evidence bags have been mixed
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up and do not contain the correct information. Sorry
about the delay in the case here, but I don’t think that
this will slow you up too much. Let’s get crackin’. We
don’t have much time.”
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